RISK-BASED MONITORING
Why Adopt Risk-Based Monitoring?

Historically, Life sciences clinical trial teams were pressed to visit trial sites according to a rigid Site Monitoring Plan
that requires equal attention be given to each site, regardless of need. This industry-standard, resource-intensive
approach greatly reduces productivity, relies almost exclusively on manual assessments, and gives equal weight to
all data points. This old school approach is being left behind due to the acknowledgement that clinical trial costs
are steadily increasing, and there is a great need to gain more data value for each dollar spent while not putting
subject safety and efficacy measurements at greater risk.
Regulatory authorities have recently expressed support for the application of a risk-based model, where monitoring
is conducted proportionate to the risks associated with the study. Advancements in both statistical analysis and IT
system support have provided opportunities to capitalize on the acceptance of a new approach. Through the use of
technology enablers, data can be obtained to provide the necessary insight to identify which sites require a higherlevel of oversight and which do not—all while managing risk, maintaining quality, and ensuring subject safety.
This proactive approach enables CRAs/monitors to more readily identify issues and provides the bigger picture of
potential risk.

Plugging in a System is Not Enough
As the excitement around RBM has increased, we have seen an explosion in the number of RBM solutions. This
abundance in solutions has led too many companies into thinking that simply plugging this new tool into their
eClinical landscape will allow them to realize all the benefits of RBM… if only that were the case. Your existing
eClinical systems may already house the data that is necessary to start RBM, but adding the new solution to the
mix needs to be part of a larger risk-based monitoring initiative. In order to maximize the value from your riskbased monitoring initiative, you need to focus on the four main pillars that support any successful initiative:
1. Process/Framework – Aligning activities and tasks to the desired business outcomes
2. People - Ensuring that you have the right people performing the right activities
3. Technology – Implementing systems that support your desired future state processes
4. Information – Integrating systems so that information is able to analyzed and acted upon

Paragon’s RBM Methodology

Paragon brings the experience, domain expertise, and a track record of successful implementations to our client’s
projects. Paragon has a unique combination of clinical domain expertise and technical experience that will ensure
a successful outcome.
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How Paragon Can Help You Evolve
Your Risk-Based Monitoring Approach
Paragon, an advisory consulting and systems
integration firm, specializes in life sciences
solutions across the pharmaceutical,
biotechnology, and medical device industries. We
can assist you with answering these questions:
Process/Framework
• How do you do the analysis and drive the monitoring
plan development?

Paragon’s Clinical Experts
Choosing a consulting partner who can help
drive change in your organization is a difficult
process. Our team of consultants come from a
variety of backgrounds with the clinical domain
in life sciences (Sponsor and CRO Clinical
Operations, Sponsor IT teams, eClinical vendors,
and consultancies) and have proven over and
over again that our experience and expertise
can directly contribute to successful client
partnerships.

• How do you perform analysis of data points in support
of monitoring?
• How do you create adequate proof/documentation of
data analysis/monitoring?
People
• How do we integrate CROs into our RBM initiative?
• Who should be performing the analysis?
• How do we ensure long-term governance?
• How do we train people to perform their new responsibilities?
Technology
• What solution is best for our future state?
• What do we do if no solution solves all our problems?
Information – Integrating systems so that information is
able to analyzed and acted upon
• How do you aggregate all the required data?
• How do you present the data to the team to analyze?

About Paragon Solutions
Paragon is a consulting firm that helps health and life sciences companies
become high-performing, compliant, and digitally connected. Paragon powers
business transformation and delivers better business outcomes by providing
valuable consulting services as a trusted partner to our clients. We do this by
building long-term client relationships based on our domain expertise, creative
ideas, pragmatic consulting services, and quality delivery of solutions.

For more information, visit us online at www.consultparagon.com, or
call 1.800.462.5582.
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Paragon Client Roster

Our client roster includes life science industry leaders such as:
• AbbVie

• MedImmune

• AstraZeneca

• Merck

• Bausch & Lomb

• Novo Nordisk

• Bayer

• Otsuka

• Bristol-Myers Squibb

• Roche

• Celgene

• Shire

• CSL Behring

• Chiltern

• Daiichi-Sankyo

• inVentiv Health

• GSK

• Worldwide Clinical Trials

• Lilly

• Regeneron
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